
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

New Offer!!! 
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We are proud to announce our newest offer: 
CasualDating 

Available in 42 GEOs. 
 

USA Puerto Rico Germany Austria 

Switzerland Norway Sweden Finland 

Denmark Canada Great Britain Australia 

France Italy Belgium Luxembourg 

Spain New Zealand South Africa Portugal 

Poland Croatia Slovakia Slovenia 

Hungary Greece Czechia Netherlands 

Ireland Serbia Lithuania Latvia 

Estonia Singapore Romania Cyprus 

Bulgaria Iceland Liechtenstein Malta 

 Turkey Israel  

 

 

 
 

Vikings, beautiful blond girls with blue eyes, cold climate, 
amazing landscapes, or the best crime books... 

Make money in the Nordics 

Reach out to your account manager now! 

https://casualdating.com/
https://casualdating.com/
https://www.trafficpartner.com/
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and what do you associate the Nordic countries with? 
 

For us, Scandinavia has the best-converting adult 
and mainstream dating brands 
that guarantee you high income. 

That's why we have prepared some brands 
that will help you monetize your traffic from Norway, 

Sweden, Denmark, Finland and even Iceland. 
 

Give northern men a chance to find a hot date with our 
top dating brands in these countries. TrafficPartner in-

house exclusive brands will provide you excellent 
conversion rates, high ROIs and impressive EPCs. 

 
Do you have any traffic in Nordics? 

If yes, please reach out straight to your AM now! 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Contact your account manager today 
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The goal for Fall for TrafficPartner team is 
to scale up Switzerland with our 

mainstream, casual and adult brands.  
Do you have swiss traffic? If yes, reach out to your AM 
to give them a heads up in regard to what you need from 

us in order to send more traffic for this GEO.   
  

Our TrafficPartner team has worked hard in last couple 
of months to improve our product for our top 

brands, fine-tune landing pages to get better CVRs and 
EPCs for you to earn more money with us!  

  
We want to make sure swiss people don’t only eat more 

chocolate compared to other countries, 
but as well invest more money in meeting new people, 

preferably on our dating sites!  
  

Let’s make this Fall 
drop its money leaves and profit together! 

 

Make it rain in Switzerland! 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

September is around the corner 
and up to a great start into the Fall Season. 

Communities have just released 
some new creative layouts for you to test 

and reach your best CVR!   
  

So, check these creatives out and let your AM know 
which ones you want to test!  

 

New Layouts for September! 

I have Swiss traffic! 
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TI2004 

CM2012  

DA8011 

MD8013  

GN2029 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

We are happy to welcome Anastasiia (Stasy) 
to the TrafficPartner Family! 

She is part of our sales team since August. 
 

TP is welcoming Stasy! 

Contact your AM 
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Originally from Saint Petersburg, she has been working 
in digital marketing for over 5 years. 

She has a vast experience 
working with all type of traffic and worldwide products. 

She is a real expert in the field of increasing profits 
and achieving mutually beneficial cooperation! 

 
Stasy is always open to dialogue and innovative ideas. 

Not a single partner has yet 
resisted her charm and professionalism! 
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Get in touch with Stasy 
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